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UN: Seize the opportunity for action on killer robots 

Convention on Conventional Weapons to decide on taking up killer robots in 2014 
 
(Geneva, 13 November 2013) – States should seize the opportunity to take 
international action to prevent the creation of fully autonomous robot weapons that, 
once activated, would select and engage targets without human intervention, said the 
Campaign to Stop Killer Robots today at an event at the United Nations in Geneva.  
 
Later this week, States Parties to the Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW) 
are expected to decide whether to take up the issue in 2014. 
 
“Governments should begin to act now to ensure that human control over targeting 
and attack decisions is never relinquished to machines in the future,” said Steve 
Goose, director of the arms division at Human Rights Watch, a co-founder of the 
Campaign to Stop Killer Robots. “Nations need to start working urgently on both 
national prohibitions and an international ban on these fully autonomous weapons.” 
 
Also called “lethal autonomous robots” or “killer robots,” fully autonomous weapons 
do not yet exist, but several robotic systems with various degrees of autonomy and 
lethality are currently in use by the US, Israel, South Korea, and the UK, while other 
nations with high-tech militaries, such as China and Russia, are believed to be moving 
toward systems that would give full combat autonomy to machines. 
 
France, as chair of the next meeting of the Convention on Conventional Weapons, is 
preparing to propose a mandate to add fully autonomous weapons to the convention’s 
work program in 2014. A decision on the matter will be taken by states at the CCW’s 
annual meeting in Geneva that ends on Friday, November 15. 
 
“Governments must address the fundamental question of whether it is inherently 
wrong to let autonomous machines make programmed decisions about who and when 
to kill,” said Professor Noel Sharkey, Chair of the International Committee for Robot 
Arms Control (ICRAC), a founding member of the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots. 
“It is possible to prevent the development and proliferation of autonomous robot 
weapons, but only if we act now before there is too much investment.” 
 
The Campaign to Stop Killer Robots supports any action to urgently address fully 
autonomous weapons in any forum and it welcomes the prospect of work in the 
Convention on Conventional Weapons. The CCW’s 1995 protocol banning blinding 
lasers is a pertinent example of a weapon being preemptively banned before it was 
ever fielded or used.  
 



“We urge nations to adopt a broad CCW mandate that considers international 
humanitarian and human rights law as well as accountability, proliferation and the 
other concerns,” said Beatrice Fihn, programme manager at the Women’s 
International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), a founding member of the 
Campaign to Stop Killer Robots. “Any deliberations on this challenge must be 
inclusive of civil society and underpinned by a clear sense of urgency and purpose if 
they are to result in concrete action.” 
 
In recent months, fully autonomous weapons have gone from an obscure, little known 
issue, to one that is commanding international attention. Since May 2013, a total of 34 
states have for the first time made public remarks about fully autonomous weapons: 
Algeria, Argentina, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Ecuador, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Italy, 
Japan, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Russia, Sierra Leone, 
Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and United States. 
 
All of the 34 governments that have made public statements to date have expressed 
interest and concern at the challenges and dangers posed by fully autonomous 
weapons. None have opposed discussing the issue further in international diplomatic 
fora, and many have suggested urgent international talks to address these weapons. 
 
The Campaign to Stop Killer Robots is an international coalition of 45 non-
governmental organizations in 22 countries that launched in London on 23 April 
2013. The campaign is calling on states to put in place a comprehensive ban on fully 
autonomous weapons that would be able to select and attack targets without human 
intervention. This prohibition should be achieved through an international treaty, as 
well as through national laws and other measures, to enshrine the principle that 
decisions to use violent force against a human being must always be made by a 
human being. 
 
The Campaign to Stop Killer Robots is led by a Steering Committee of five 
international non-governmental organizations (NGOs)—Human Rights Watch, 
International Committee for Robot Arms Control, Nobel Women’s Initiative, 
Pugwash Conferences on Science & World Affairs, and Women's International 
League for Peace and Freedom—and four national NGOs that work internationally: 
Article 36 (UK), Association for Aid and Relief Japan, Mines Action Canada, and 
IKV Pax Christi (The Netherlands).  
 
Last month ICRAC released a statement endorsed by 272 engineers, computing and 
artificial intelligence experts, roboticists, and professionals from related disciplines in 
37 countries calling for a ban on the development and deployment of weapon systems 
that make the decision to apply violent force autonomously, without any human 
control.  
 
Representatives from the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots will present their concerns 
about fully autonomous weapons at an event at the United Nations in Geneva on 
Wednesday, 13 November 2013.  
 
For questions or to schedule a media interview, please contact: 

• Mary Wareham, Human Rights Watch, Tel. +1 (646) 203-8292 (mobile), 
wareham@hrw.org 



 
For more information, see: 

• Article 36, “Memo to Convention on Conventional Weapons Delegates” 
http://www.article36.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Autonomous-weapons-
memo-for-CCW.pdf  

• Human Rights Watch, “Memo to Convention on Conventional Weapons 
Delegates” http://www.hrw.org/news/2013/11/13/need-new-law-ban-fully-
autonomous-weapons 

• ICRAC release on Scientists statement: http://icrac.net/2013/10/computing-
experts-from-37-countries-call-for-ban-on-killer-robots/ 

• Convention on Conventional Weapons backgrounder: 
http://www.stopkillerrobots.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/09/KRC_BackgrounderCCW_26Sep2013.pdf  

 
Contact information for the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots: 

• Website - www.stopkillerrobots.org  
• Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/#!/stopkillerrobots 
• Twitter - @BanKillerRobots 
• Flickr - http://www.flickr.com/people/stopkillerrobots 
• YouTube - http://www.youtube.com/user/StopKillerRobots 


